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Abstract 11 

LiFePO4-based cathodes suffer from various degradation mechanisms which influences 12 

the battery performance. In this paper morphological and structural degradation 13 

phenomena in laboratory cathodes made of LiFePO4 (LFP) mixed with carbon black 14 

(CB) in an 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 in EC:DMC (1:1 by weight) electrolyte are investigated by 15 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at various preparation, assembling, storage 16 

and cycling stages. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging shows that continuous SEI 17 

layers are formed on the LFP particles and that both storage and cycling affects the 18 

formation. Additionally loss of CB crystallinity, CB aggregation and agglomeration is 19 

observed. Charge-discharge curves and impedance spectra measured during cycling 20 

confirm that these degradation mechanisms reduce the cathode conductivity and 21 

capacity. 22 
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1. Introduction 1 

Lithium iron phosphate, LiFePO4 (LFP) is a common cathode material in lithium-ion 2 

batteries.1,2 It combines reasonably good cycle life, low cost and toxicity, high Open 3 

Circuit Voltage (OCV) around 3.4 V vs. Li+/Li and a theoretical charge/discharge 4 

capacity of ~170 mAh/g.3–5 LFP has a low electronic conductivity which requires 5 

mixing with carbon or a conductive polymer to ensure good electric conductivity and 6 

power density.6,7,8  7 

Several degradation phenomena can occur in this type of cathode. Among these, 8 

cycling-related micro-cracks in larger LFP grains,9–11 loss of crystallinity12 and active 9 

material9 as well as carbon aggregation and agglomeration,13,14  are known to negatively 10 

affect the electrode performance and cause capacity fading. LFP nanoparticles are 11 

surface sensitive to modifying additives.15–19 Both the electrolyte composition, the use 12 

of additives and the electrode charge/discharge history affects the morphology of 13 

decomposition compounds, the SEI layer formation, and the related electrode 14 

performance.20–23 15 

Here we present a study of laboratory LFP electrodes in 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 in EC:DMC 16 

(1:1 by weight) at different preparation, assembling and testing stages. TEM 17 

microscopy of as-received LFP and CB powders, as-prepared LFP-CB, LFP-CB stored 18 

in the electrolyte and LFP-CB after 100 charge/discharge cycles is used to investigate 19 

nano-structural changes including SEI layer formation. A heterogeneous electrode 20 

structure, formation of secondary phases and multi-layered SEI is observed in the 21 

cycled electrode. Although not investigated in detail in this paper, the latter interestingly 22 

indicate that the electrode history - to some extent - is stored and can be detected in the 23 

SEI layers.  24 



2. Experimental Details 1 

Laboratory LFP-CB cathode specimens were prepared from LFP nanoparticles (MTI 2 

Corp., US), Super C65 carbon black (Timcal, Switzerland) and polyvinylidene fluoride 3 

(PVdF). The microstructure of as-received LFP and CB nanoparticles were studied 4 

separately and referred to as “pristine” samples. The LFP, CB and PVdF were mixed 5 

with a ratio of 80:10:10 and dissolved in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent by 6 

magnetic stirring for 10 hours. The PVdF was used as binder to enhance the adhesion to 7 

the current collector. After magnetic stirring, a TEM specimen was prepared by putting 8 

a small drop of the cathode mixture on Au TEM grids with a holey carbon support film. 9 

Subsequently it was dried at 120oC under vacuum. The sample was investigated in the 10 

TEM microscope and is referred to as the “fresh cathode”. After TEM characterization, 11 

the fresh cathode was kept in a standard 1M LiPF6 in 1:1 EC/DMC electrolyte for 72 h, 12 

rinsed with diethyl carbonate and dried at 120oC under vacuum. The sample was 13 

investigated once again in the TEM and referred to as the “stored cathode”.  14 

Two electrodes were prepared by drying the LFP, CB and PVdF solution in NMP 15 

solvent (described above) on an Al current collector at 120oC under vacuum. The 16 

electrodes were then subjected to respectively 2 and 100 charge/discharge cycles in a 17 

three-electrode EL-CELL® ECC-Combi cell house at 0.1 C using lithium metal foil as 18 

counter and reference electrodes and a glass fiber separator soaked with the standard 19 

1M LiPF6 in 1:1 EC/DMC electrolyte. After cycling, the cell houses were disassembled 20 

in a glove box, and the two electrodes were rinsed with diethyl carbonate to remove the 21 

remaining electrolyte before being dried at 120oC under vacuum and subsequently 22 

embedded in silicon resin (Wacker Chemie). The electrodes cycled 2 times and 100 23 

times are referred to as the “reference cathode” and “aged cathode”, respectively. After 24 



curing of the resin, a TEM lamellar specimen of the aged cathode was prepared by 1 

focused ion beam (FIB) milling using a 30 kV Ga ion beam (Zeiss Crossbeam 2 

XB1540). Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the reference and aged 3 

cathodes were also obtained using FIB/SEM imaging with the same Crossbeam 4 

XB1540 equipment. An overview of the studied samples is presented in Table 1. 5 

(S)TEM imaging (bright-field, high resolution and high annular angle dark field 6 

imaging) of the LFP-CB cathode specimens was performed on a JEOL JEM 3000F 7 

equipped with a 300 kV field emission gun (FEG), high annular angle dark field 8 

(HAADF) STEM detector, and an Oxford Instruments X-ray detector with an ultra-thin 9 

window for X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) analysis.  10 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed on the 11 

two cycled cathodes in the three-electrode EL-CELL® ECC-Combi using lithium metal 12 

as counter and reference electrodes. EIS measurements in a frequency range from 10 13 

mHz to 10 kHz were obtained from the LFP-CB reference and aged electrodes in the 14 

discharged state at OCV, after the cells had reached a steady state defined by a voltage 15 

change less than 5 mV/h. 16 

3. Results  17 

3.1 SEI Layers 18 

Fig. 1(a) displays a bright- and a dark-field (inset) TEM image of pristine off-the-shelf 19 

LFP nanoparticles deposited on a lacey carbon grid. A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) 20 

image of one of the LFP particles is presented in Fig. 1(b). A thin amorphous coating 21 

with a thickness of ~1 nm is observed at the particle surface. Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) shows 22 

respectively a bright-field TEM and a HRTEM image of pristine CB nanoparticles. The 23 



inset in Fig. 1(c) shows a selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the CB 1 

particles.  2 

Fig. 2(a-c) presents bright-field TEM images of the (a) fresh, (b) stored and (c) aged 3 

cathode microstructures with LFP (dark contrast, large particles) and CB nanoparticles 4 

(light contrast, smaller particles) distinguished by amplitude contrast.24 In Fig. 2(c), the 5 

relatively dark LFP particles are indicated by black arrows and the lighter CB particles 6 

are indicated by white arrows. In Fig. 2(c) the grey contrast background arises from the 7 

Si resin stabilizing the TEM lamella.  8 

Changes in the coating layer at the LPF particles surfaces are observed in the magnified 9 

TEM images [Fig. 2(d-f)]. It is seen that the thickness of the layers formed at the LFP 10 

particle surface increases from the fresh [Fig. 2(d)] to the stored [Fig. 2(e)] and further 11 

to the aged [Fig. 2(f)] cathode. Representative HRTEM images are shown for the fresh 12 

[Fig. 2(g)], stored [Fig. 2(h)] and aged [Fig. 2(i)] cathode. The thickness of the 13 

amorphous layer at the LFP particle surfaces increases from ~3 nm for the fresh cathode 14 

[Fig. 2(g)] to ~9 nm for the stored cathode [Fig. 2(h)] and ~30 nm for the aged cathode 15 

[Fig. 2(i)]. In the latter sample the SEI consist of distinct layers. The relation to the 16 

cathode history is debated further in the discussion section. The inset in Fig. 2 (g) shows 17 

a magnification of one of the LFP/SEI layer interfaces for the fresh sample. Further 18 

magnification of one of the LFP/SEI interfaces for the aged cathode sample can be seen 19 

in the supplementary data, Fig. S1(a). Fourier transforms of areas within the LFP 20 

particle and coating layer is presented in S1(b) and (c), respectively. Area selections for 21 

the Fourier transforms are shown with dotted squares in Fig. S1(a). 22 

3.2 Carbon Crystallinity 23 



SAED diffraction patterns of CB from the fresh, stored and aged samples are presented 1 

in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The diffraction patterns were obtained from the 2 

areas inside the dotted blue rings in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) respectively. 3 

Diffraction intensity profiles are shown as insets in the figure. The diffraction intensity 4 

profiles are obtained by rotationally averaging the diffraction patterns and normalizing. 5 

A quantitative analysis of the peaks in the diffraction profile is provided in Table 2.  6 

3.3 Carbon agglomeration 7 

A STEM-HAADF image of the aged sample is presented in supplementary data [S2(a)]. 8 

Elemental maps of the sample using STEM-EDX are presented in Fig S2(b)-(f) and an 9 

average EDX spectrum showing apparent presence of C, O, Fe, P, Al and Si is 10 

illustrated in Fig. S2(g). It is noteworthy that Flourine (F) is presumably present in the 11 

sample denoted by a shoulder (~677 eV) nearby the Fe peak (704 eV). However, it is 12 

likely impossible to resolve the F-presence because of small difference between Fe and 13 

F peaks (27 eV) compared to measurement resolution of our EDX detector (~140 eV). 14 

Fe is known to be part of LFP and thus present in the sample firmly, whereas it cannot 15 

be concluded from the EDX map whether F is present in the sample. Additionally the 16 

Al map is not provided since the Al counts were too weak to form a clear visible spatial 17 

distribution. 18 

In the STEM HAADF image carbon appears as dark contrast areas, whereas the Si-19 

epoxy resin is visible as grey contrast and the LFP is bright-contrast,  in accordance 20 

with the Z-contrast rule in HAADF imaging. A high-magnification BF-TEM image of 21 

the carbon as seen in the upper part of Fig. S2, is presented in Fig. S3(a) and a STEM-22 

HAADF image of the same region is shown in Fig. S3(b).  23 



SEM images of the reference and aged electrode are presented in supplementary data 1 

[Fig. S4]. Relative to the reference electrode increased heterogeneity and formation of 2 

agglomerates is observed in the aged electrode. 3 

3.4 Charge-Discharge Cycling 4 

Fig. 4 displays 0.1 C charge-discharge curves for the reference and aged LFP-CB 5 

cathode. The two cathodes show similar initial charge capacity, but the aged cathode 6 

shows a significant reduction of charge capacity during cycling, ending at ~ 40 mAh/g 7 

after 100 cycles. The DC resistance – here calculated as the difference between the 8 

horizontal voltage level during charging and discharging (i.e. two times a DC 9 

overvoltage of 37 mV), divided with two times the applied DC current current – is fairly 10 

constant with cycling around 2000  Ω cm2. 11 

3.5 Impedance Analysis 12 

Fig. 5 shows impedance spectra recorded for the reference cathode and for the aged 13 

cathode at various state of charge (SOC) and cycling number. The equiaxial Nyquist 14 

plot, Fig. 5(a), shows impedance spectra for the aged cathode recorded at decreasing 15 

SOC from 100% to 0% SOC after 5 full cycles at 0.1 C. Fig. 5(b) shows a Bode plot of 16 

the same spectra. A Nyquist plot of impedance spectra for both the reference and aged 17 

cathode at various cycling number is presented in Fig 5(c). The spectra were recorded at 18 

0% SOC, i.e. at 3V. A Bode plot of the same spectra is presented in Fig. 5(d). Zooms of 19 

the spectra are presented in Fig. 5(e) and (f).  20 

4. Discussion  21 

4.1 SEI Layer formation 22 



From Fig. 1(b) it is seen that the pristine LFP particle is crystalline and has a thin 1 

amorphous coating with a thickness of ~1 nm at the surface. The coating is an electron 2 

conductive amorphous carbon layer deposited by the supplier.  3 

The relatively distinct thin circles in the inset in Fig. 1(c) shows that CB is quasi 4 

crystalline in agreement with previously findings.25,26 Fig. 1(d) reveals concentric 5 

single-crystal sheets in CB particles oriented approximately parallel to the electron 6 

beam. A distance of 0.34±0.02 nm between the sheets was obtained from a Fourier 7 

transform of the HRTEM image. This is in agreement with the previously reported 8 

distance of 0.36 nm between CB(002) planes.26–28  9 

The overall contrast and morphology of the aged cathode [Fig.2(c)] seems to be 10 

different from that of the fresh [Fig. 2(a)] and stored [Fig. 2(b)] cathodes. However, at 11 

this magnification the main difference in appearance is due to the difference in sample 12 

preparation. The fresh and stored cathode samples were prepared on Lacey carbon grids 13 

whereas the aged cathode sample was a TEM lamella from the cycled cathode. In the 14 

lamella [Fig. 2(c)], the grey contrast background arises from the Si resin filling the 15 

pores between the LFP and CB particles while stabilizing the TEM lamella. 16 

The measured difference in the thickness of the amorphous layer on the surface of the 17 

LFP particles in the pristine (~1 nm) and fresh sample (~3 nm) [Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(g)] 18 

could possibly be ascribed to the electrode preparation,29 however it should be noted 19 

that the difference is comparable to the measurement uncertainty. 20 

The Fourier transform of the LFP coating layer in [Fig. S1(c)] shows broad diffuse rings 21 

thus confirming that the coating is amorphous. The Fourier transform of the LFP 22 

particle in [S1(b)] shows bright spots. The measured lattice spacing’s agree with the 23 



distances between LFP lattice planes within an estimated measuring error of 6%. This 1 

confirms that the crystalline structure of the LFP particle survived the cathode 2 

preparation and subsequent cycling.  3 

The composition of the coating on the pristine LFP particles was not provided by the 4 

manufacturer. The EDX Al signal was too weak to provide a map with enough spatial 5 

resolution, however from the EDX spectrum [Fig. S2(g)] Al is seen to be present in the 6 

aged sample. This indicates the coating on the pristine LFP particles could be an Al-7 

containing coating such as AlF3 which are known to suppress iron dissolution and 8 

improve the cycling capability.30,31 9 

It is observed that while the coating layers in the fresh [Fig. 2(g)] and stored [Fig. 2(h)] 10 

cathodes appear as one single amorphous layer, the coating layer in the aged cathode 11 

[Fig. 2(i)] seems to consist of several layers distinguishable by different contrast levels. 12 

The observation of a growing amorphous SEI layers on LFP during exposure to the 13 

electrolyte agrees with previous reports.32,33 It has also been reported that SEI layers can 14 

grow during battery charge/discharge cycling and dismantling.33,34 15 

Specifically, LFP nanoparticles are surface sensitive to modifying additives which 16 

means the electrolyte composition is important for the morphology of decomposition 17 

compounds and SEI layers formed on LiFePO4 surfaces.15–18  For instance, continuous 18 

SEI layer formation on LiFePO4 using 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 in EC/PC/EMC (0.14/0.18/0.68 19 

wt.%) have previously been observed by Borong W. et al.19 The addition of 20 

fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) to the electrolyte was observed to maintain layer 21 

continuity while affecting the SEI morphology and the impedance associated with the 22 

SEI layer. Contrary to this, heterogeneous formation of electrolyte decomposition 23 



compounds such as Li2CO3 and LiF was observed on LiFePO4 in 1.2 mol L-1 LiPF6 in 1 

EC:DMC (1:1 by weight) electrolyte by C. C. Chang et. al.20 It was noted that the 2 

addition of tris(pentafluorophenyl) borane (TPFPB) suppress this heterogeneous 3 

formation. Similarly, heterogeneous deposition of surface compounds was observed on 4 

LiFePO4 using 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 in EC:DEC (2:1 by weight) as electrolyte.21,22 5 

An interesting complementary X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and in-situ 6 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) study suggested SEI layers formed on a Highly 7 

Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) electrode in 1 mol L-1 LiPF6 in EC:DMC (1:1 by 8 

weight) consist of a thin and scattered top layer with a dense and more continuous 9 

bottom layer.23 Importantly, the layer formation was observed to dynamically depend on 10 

the anodic/cathodic electrode operation. In other words the electrolyte composition, the 11 

use of additives and the electrode charge/discharge history was shown to be important 12 

for the morphology of decomposition compounds and SEI layer formation on LiFePO4 13 

surfaces. This indicates that the layers observed in Fig. 2(i) could include the primary 14 

coating layer and different SEI layers formed when the cathode was stored and cycled.  15 

4.2 CB Crystallinity 16 

Relative to the SAED profile from the fresh cathode [Fig. 3], a reduction of peak 17 

intensity and peak broadening is observed for both the stored and in particular the aged 18 

sample. Decreasing CB crystallinity during storage has previously been observed,35 and 19 

the peak broadening and peak intensity decrease indicates that the CB crystallinity 20 

decreases during storage in electrolyte and during cycling. It should be noted that in the 21 

aged cathode, the amorphous Si resin - to some extend - tends to smear out the electron 22 

diffraction pattern thereby causing additional peak intensity reduction and peak 23 

broadening.  24 



4.3 CB Agglomeration 1 

The area within the blue dotted circle in Fig. 2(c) shows an aggregate of particles. Here 2 

it is important to distinguish between aggregation (gathering of carbon particles) and 3 

agglomeration (nucleation of new amorphous phases).13 A zoom on the aggregated 4 

particles is presented in the upper left part of the BF TEM image [Fig. S3(a)]. Here it is 5 

seen that the aggregated particles have partly nucleated to form an agglomerate. The 6 

same area is shown in the STEM HAADF image in Fig. S3(b). Here the carbon (black), 7 

Si-resin (grey) and the LFP (white) can be distinguished by brightness contrast which 8 

confirms that the agglomerate primarily consists of carbon. The area shown in Fig. S3 is 9 

part of the larger area mapped in Fig. S2 (upper, right part). Fig. S2(f) shows that the Si-10 

resin contains more carbon than the LFP particles and that the agglomerate contain 11 

more carbon than the Si-resin.  12 

It should be noted that TEM images only show smaller parts of the cathodes and are 13 

therefore prone to severe statistical errors. SEM images [Fig. S4(a) and (b)] show larger 14 

parts of the reference and aged electrode with improved statistical information. 15 

Comparing the two SEM images, it is observed that relative to the reference electrode a 16 

more heterogeneous structure and larger agglomerates are observed in the aged cathode.  17 

It has previously been suggested that Brownian motion may cause aggregation of CB 18 

particles.36,37 The CB aggregation is most likely enhanced by mechanical stress, due to 19 

expansion/contraction of LFP upon cycling and/or Fe dissolution from LFP grains.38 20 

Self-agglomeration of C65 and Super P is previously observed in LiCoO2 cathode 21 

systems.39,29 Similarly C65 agglomeration has been observed in cycled LMNO/C65 22 

electrodes where Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis of the cycled 23 

electrode indicated decomposition reactions and possible formation of alkyl 24 



carbonates.40 Thus, in the present study, the observed decrease of CB crystallinity is 1 

likely related to the formation of carbon agglomerates.  2 

It should be noted that pristine CB consist of particles that have grown into each other 3 

as part of the combustion process so that they share graphitic sheets. This means that the 4 

pristine CB – to some extent – already forms agglomerates. However, the agglomerates 5 

observed in the aged sample [Fig. S4(b)] are significantly larger than the agglomerates 6 

in the pristine CB. Specifically, quasi-crystalline round-shaped CB nanoparticles are 7 

observed in both the fresh and the stored cathode, whereas spherical CB nanoparticles 8 

are difficult to find in the TEM specimen from the aged sample. Here the carbon has 9 

primarily formed amorphous chains rather than spherical particles.  10 

Relative to commercial cathodes, the investigated laboratory-made cathode has a rather 11 

poor particle packing with large open pores which enhances carbon particle aggregation 12 

and subsequent formation of large agglomerates.14 Amorphous carbon has a lower 13 

electric conductivity than the quasi-crystalline CB,8,41,42 which means that the formation 14 

of large carbon agglomerates with decreased crystallinity along with the increased 15 

heterogeneity in the aged sample will likely decrease the electric conductivity in the 16 

carbon network.  17 

4.4 Charge-Discharge Cycling 18 

The capacity loss observed in LiFePO4 batteries is normally ascribed to the negative 19 

graphite electrode,43 and related to the thick SEI layers of several hundredth of nm that 20 

can be formed here.44 However the thickness of the SEI layers formed on the LiFePO4 21 

particles in this study is much smaller [Fig. 2(f,i), ~30 nm] than the thickness of the SEI 22 

layers normally formed at the negative graphite electrode. For this reason, the SEI layer 23 



formation at the LiFePO4 surface is not expected to contribute significantly to the 1 

observed capacity fade seen for the aged LFP electrode in Fig. 4.  2 

In commercial batteries the resistance of the LiFePO4 electrode is normally significantly 3 

larger than the resistance at the graphite electrode.45 Thus for such batteries SEI layer 4 

formation at the LiFePO4 is likely to affect the battery resistance rather than the battery 5 

capacity. The DC resistance (before onset of concentration polarization) is fairly 6 

constant [Fig. 4] around 2000 Ω cm2 (= 37 mV/40 µA ⋅ π⋅ 9 mm2) so the SEI layers 7 

formed on the LFP particles during storage and cycling does not seem to affect the DC 8 

resistance.  9 

At the low C-rate used in this manuscript the DC over-potentials are related to the 10 

critical over-potential required to initiate lithiation/delithiation in the LFP particles.46 It 11 

is believed that this over-potential is not affected by the local increase in current density 12 

with capacity fading at the individual LFP particles, since the applied current densities 13 

are relatively small – even after the observed capacity fade. 14 

4.5 Impedance Analysis 15 

The semi-circle in Fig. 5(a) occurring between 10 kHz and 100 Hz [Fig. 5(b)] is 16 

independent of SOC. This is in agreement with the conventional assumption that this 17 

arc is related to the interface between the current collector and the cathode materials.47–18 

51 The mid-low frequency range (between 10 Hz and 10 kHz) [Fig. 5(b)] is characterized 19 

by a larger semicircle [Fig. 5(a)] that transitions into a low-frequency tail with an angle 20 

of 45° in the Nyquist plot [Fig. 5(a)], which is usually related to respectively 21 

electrode/electrolyte interface reactions and diffusion of lithium ions in the LFP 22 



particles.52,53 This part of the spectra is seen to be dependent of SOC in particular at low 1 

and high SOC.  2 

Fig. 5(c) and (d) (zoom in (e) and (f)) shows that both the high-frequency part and the 3 

low frequency part increase due to cycling. Relative to the reference cathode the aged 4 

cathode exhibited increased heterogeneity in the carbon network, carbon agglomeration 5 

and decreased carbon crystallinity. Additionally, loss of electric percolation has been 6 

reported for the aged LFP CB electrode using low-kV FIB/SEM.11,14 These degradation 7 

mechanisms are expected to decrease the electric conductivity in the CB network 8 

thereby increasing the size of the high-frequency arc. 9 

The resistance related to the low-frequency part of the impedance spectra in Fig. 5 is 10 

also observed to increase with cycling. The value of the real part of the lowest-11 

frequency impedance in part (c) is larger than the ~2000 Ω cm2 DC resistance. This is 12 

because the impedance is measured at 0% SOC where the overvoltage deviates from the 13 

DC overvoltage of 37 mV.  14 

It is important to note that the resistance associated with the high-frequency arc is in the 15 

order of 75-175 Ω cm2 which is small relative to the DC resistance of ~2000 Ω cm2. 16 

Thus the increase with cycling of the size of the high-frequency arc doesn’t significantly 17 

affect the DC resistance. 18 

5. Conclusions 19 

Laboratory assembled electrodes of LiFePO4-Carbon Black (LFP-CB) were 20 

investigated at different preparation, storage and cycling stages by complementary TEM 21 



and SEM microscopy techniques, charge-discharge capacity curves and impedance 1 

spectroscopy.  2 

Decreased crystallinity of CB particles was observed in an electrode cycled 100 times. 3 

Additionally agglomeration of carbon was seen in the electrode. The decrease in the 4 

crystallinity and CB agglomeration is expected to decrease the electrical conductivity in 5 

the CB network. Impedance spectroscopy was performed on the cycled electrode every 6 

10 cycles. The spectra showed an increasing resistance with cycling in the high-7 

frequency impedance arc. This arc was independent of SOC and associated with the CB 8 

network – current collector interface. The increase in the arc resistance was linked to a 9 

decrease in the conductivity / percolation of the CB network.  10 

Storage in electrolyte and charge/discharge cycling was shown to increase the thickness 11 

of amorphous SEI layers formed at the LFP surfaces. Interestingly a multi-layered SEI 12 

was formed on the cycled electrode. This suggests that the operational history of the 13 

electrode to some extent is recorded by the SEI layer and points towards research that 14 

can “read” this history. More systematic studies of the correlation between SEI layer 15 

formation and changes in the electrode impedance are required to quantify and solidify 16 

these conclusions. 17 
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TABLES 1 

Table 1: Overview of the investigated LFP-CB samples 2 

Number Name Description Sample 
1 pristine CB as-received CB powder Powder (TEM) 
2 pristine LFP as-received LFP powder Powder (TEM) 
3 fresh cathode LFP-CB (+ binder) Powder (TEM) 
4 stored cathode sample 3 stored in electrolyte for 72 h Powder (TEM) 
5 reference cathode after 2 charge/discharge cycles FIB/SEM 
6 aged cathode after 100 charge/discharge cycles Lamellar (TEM) 

+ FIB/SEM 
 3 

Table 2: SAED Peak data 4 

Diffraction 

quantity 

(002) peak (101) peak 

Fresh Stored Aged Fresh Stored Aged 

Intensity (a.u.) 1.13±0.02 0.96±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.47±0.02 0.36±0.02 0.30±0.02 

FWHM (a.u.) 0.22±0.02 0.25±0.02 0.35±0.02 0.36±0.02 0.47±0.02 0.58±0.02 

 5 



FIGURES1 

 2 

FIG 1. (a) Bright-field TEM image of pristine (off-the-shelf) LFP nanoparticles on lacey 3 

carbon grid, the inset shows a (200)-reflected dark-field image of the corresponding 4 

area; (b) HRTEM image of a single-crystal LFP nanoparticle; (c) Bright-field TEM 5 

image of pristine (off-the-shelf) CB nanoparticles. The inset shows a selected area 6 

electron diffraction pattern of the corresponding CB nanoparticles; (d) HRTEM image 7 

of a typical CB nanoparticle. 8 

 9 



 1 

 2 

FIG. 2. TEM images of the (a,d,g) fresh (b,e,h) stored and (c,f,i) aged LFP-CB cathode. 3 

The inset in (g) presents the magnified primary coating layer on LFP nanoparticles, and 4 

inset in (i) shows the magnified LFP/SEI layer interface.  5 

 6 

 7 



 1 

FIG. 3. SAED electron diffraction patterns of CB particles for: (a) fresh cathode, (b) 2 

stored cathode and (c) aged cathode recorded inside the dotted blue rings in Fig. 2(a), 3 

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) respectively. The insets show normalized intensity profiles. 4 

 5 

 6 

FIG. 4. Charge/discharge curves for the reference and aged cathodes recorded at 0.1 C. 7 

 8 



  1 

FIG. 5. (a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plots of impedance spectra recorded at various SOC 2 

with the aged electrode after 5 cycles. (c) Nyquist and (d) Bode plots of impedance 3 

spectra recorded with the reference electrode (blue and green spectra), and with the aged 4 

electrode (yellow-red-black spectra) (e) Nyquist and (f) Bode plots showing a zoom of 5 

the high-frequency part of the spectra presented in (c) and (d).   6 

  7 



SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 1 

 2 

Fig. S1. (a) HRTEM image of aged LFP-CB showing the LFP/SEI layer interfaces. (b) 3 

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns from the LFP dotted area. (c) FFT of the SEI 4 

layer dotted area. The crystalline structure of the LFP particle and the amorphous 5 

structure of the SEI layer are observed. 6 



1 
Fig. S2. (a) STEM-HAADF image of the LFP-CB aged cathode. (b-f) STEM-EDX 2 

elementary maps of Fe, P, O, Si and C in the aged cathode from the HAADF image. (g) 3 

The average EDX spectrum of the map. 4 

 5 

6 
Fig. S3. (a) A BF-TEM image zoom of the carbon agglomerate shown in the blue dotted 7 

circle in Fig. 2(c), (b) a STEM HAADF image of the area in (a). 8 



 1 

Fig. S4. In-lens FIB/SEM images of the reference (a) and aged (b) cathode. Charging 2 

during image recording increases the Si resin brightness in some areas in the fresh 3 

sample and almost everywhere in the aged sample. 4 


